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Alan Lomax 2010-12-30 the remarkable life and times of the man who popularized american folk music and created the science of song folklorist archivist anthropologist
singer political activist talent scout ethnomusicologist filmmaker concert and record producer alan lomax is best remembered as the man who introduced folk music to
the masses lomax began his career making field recordings of rural music for the library of congress and by the late 1930s brought his discoveries to radio including
woody guthrie pete seeger and burl ives by the 1940s he was producing concerts that brought white and black performers together and in the 1950s he set out to record
the whole world lomax was also a controversial figure when he worked for the u s government he was tracked by the fbi and when he worked in britain mi5 continued
the surveillance in his last years he turned to digital media and developed technology that anticipated today s breakthroughs featuring a cast of characters including
eleanor roosevelt leadbelly carl sandburg carl sagan jelly roll morton muddy waters and bob dylan szwed s fascinating biography memorably captures lomax and
provides a definitive account of an era as seen through the life of one extraordinary man
The World Without Us 2012-08-31 revised edition with new afterword from the author time 1 nonfiction book of the year finalist for the national book critics circle
award over 3 million copies sold in 35 languages on the day after humans disappear nature takes over and immediately begins cleaning house or houses that is cleans
them right off the face of the earth they all go what if mankind disappeared right now forever what would happen to the earth in a week a year a millennium could the
planet s climate ever recover from human activity how would nature destroy our huge cities and our myriad plastics and what would our final legacy be speaking to
experts in fields as diverse as oil production and ecology and visiting the places that have escaped recent human activity to discover how they have adapted to life
without us alan weisman paints an intriguing picture of the future of earth exploring key concerns of our time this absorbing thought experiment reveals a powerful and
surprising picture of our planet s future
Alan Shrugged 2002-11-18 power personality paradox when alan greenspan talks wall street listens as do bankers investors politicians and economists throughout the
world he is the number one arbiter of u s monetary policy credited as chairman of the federal reserve with having simultaneously held inflation down and kept the
economy growing throughout the longest and largest economic expansion in u s history yet this atlas of number crunchers who owned and operated a highly successful
wall street consulting firm never amassed a personal fortune was a member of the cultlike inner circle surrounding one of america s most controversial authors and
began his career as a professional jazz musician clearly there is even more to alan greenspan than meets the eye in alan shrugged you ll meet greenspan the public
figure and alan the private man in the most detailed revealing and entertaining account of greenspan s life and career ever published filled with surprises amusing
anecdotes from the likes of henry kissinger and barbara walters and thoughtful insights from bestselling biographer jerome tuccille alan shrugged offers an informative
and engaging portrait of one of the most powerful capable and complex figures on the american political scene
The World at Night 2010-11-25 paris 1940 the civilised upper class life of film producer jean casson ends with the german occupation of the city out of money and almost
out of luck casson attempts to work with a german film company but finds himself drawn into the dark world of espionage and double agents more used to evading
jealous husbands than the secret police casson beomes a reluctant spy torn between honour patriotism love and survival
This Is It 2011-09-28 six revolutionary essays from the perfect guide for a course correction in life away from materialism and its empty promise deepak chopra
exploring the relationship between spiritual experience and ordinary life and the need for them to coexist within each of us with essays on cosmic consciousness
including alan watts account of his own ventures into this inward realm the paradoxes of self consciousness lsd and consciousness and the false opposition of spirit and
matter this is it and other essays on zen and spiritual experience is a truly mind opening collection
Japan's Impact on the World 1984 reveals how the british empire s governing men enforced their ideas of freedom civilization and liberalism around the world
Ruling the World 2021-01-07 the story is about dad travelling around the world on a flying luggage given by the angel he had been to taiwan shanghai beijing



singapore australia india maldives uk the u s a canada and japan he also had a lot of funny and interesting exposures in different countries can t wait to see
Dad's Wonderful Luggage 2013-11-28 reject rovers are about to make history if they lose one more game they ll claim a place in the records books as the official
worst team of all time can kevin panic taylor transform his team of no hopers before saturday
The Worst Team in the World 2002 what happens when the earth slips on its axis what if the wrong turn took you out of this world and into another take a look
through the cracks in reality from the prodigious imagination of cult writer alan bilton author of the known and unknown sea and the sleepwalkers ball comes a new
collection of strange and unsettling short stories poised midway between horror and comedy the deeply mysterious and the utterly absurd fall through trapdoors and
explore secret passages between the everyday and the fantastical enter a labyrinth whose secrets lead deeper and deeper into the unknown in paris a baffled postman
searches for a house that isn t there while in venice a young couple on their wedding night lose each other falling in and out of time closer to home dogs and people and
pills are missing whilst the fleas seem to get everywhere as for the pool on wiene street well it s probably wiser not to dip one s toes at every step the curious the lost
and the unwary stumble through an opening to another world a world unlike any other in contemporary fiction as uncanny as psycho and as funny as a monty python
sketch anywhere out of the world is an antidote to our conservative literary culture and essential reading for anyone still interested in the possibilities of literature
novelist and short story writer dd johnstone a man is sucked back into the nightmare past of his school s grubby swimming pool a bridge built by day is dismantled
overnight at the edge of town uncertain territory threatens under the feet of animals and history all is reduced to mud and entropy novelist poet and short story writer jo
mazelis alan bilton is the author of two novels the known and unknown sea 2014 variously compared to charlie and the chocolate factory the 1902 movie a trip to the
moon and dante s inferno and the sleepwalkers ball 2009 which one critic described as franz kafka meets mary poppins as a writer he is obviously a hard man to pin
down he is also the author of books on silent film comedy contemporary fiction and america in the 1920s he teaches creative writing contemporary literature and film at
swansea university in wales
Anywhere Out of the World 2016-07-01 the tumultuous times we live in require new kinds of leaders who must be able to tap into the greater potential of any situation or
circumstance and partner with that potential for extraordinary results inspirational speaker and leadership coach alan seale offers the tools each of us can use to make a
significant difference in a changing world seale offers a new leadership paradigm that can carry us into a sustainable future and supports the greater good grounded in
the convergence of ancient wisdom teachings evolutionary consciousness universal spirituality concepts and the basic principles of quantum physics he shows how to
partner with the universal laws of energy to create a transformational presence by engaging your intuition making choice and opportunity your habitual approach to life
clarifying and manifesting your potential identifying and claiming the gifts you are here to share stepping fully into your gifts and supporting others to do the same and
so we begin to tap into the greatest potential of ourselves our families our communities companies countries and even our world and have the courage to act on that
potential for the greater good of all
Tributes to the Honorable Alan Cranston of California in the United States Senate Upon the Occasion of His Retirement from the Senate 1992 seven stories from award
winning science fiction author j alan erwine that explore the future of both the earth and the moon stranded astronauts intelligent dolphins being used by the
government a soldier struggling with orders he knows he shouldn t have followed lovers waiting for the end of the world politics even dirtier than what we re seeing in
the modern world maybe a man resurrected because he wanted to see the future but now feeling very much alone and manipulation on the moon these are the stories
that are waiting for you in this collection
Create a World That Works 2011-05-01 writer musicologist archivist singer dj filmmaker record radio tv producer alan lomax was a man of many parts without him the
history of popular music would have been very different john szwed s biography tells the story of this remarkable and contradictory man whom he both knew and worked



with for ten years
J Alan Erwine's Tales of the Earth and Moon 2016-06-06 my account of god s creation of the materials that make up the universe the galaxies the stars the planets
and all the creatures of the earth including you an evolution of the universe stars planets and mankind into humanity the true plan for humanity with the guidance from
god and correctly utilizing the gift of reason given to mankind creature to become a true intellectual human species the guardians of this planet and hopefully other
planets within the universe humanity can be a true part of the universe and the recipients of the wealth of material and knowledge out there to use in humanity s
continued the pursuit of greatness in god s sight you can stay as a part of mankind and remain on this planet until it perishes or get closer to god and be a part of the
greatest discovery in history there is a true god there is a true human and humanity is a part of everything even after death
Alan Lomax 2011 the acclaimed author of einstein s dreams tackles big questions like the origin of the universe and the nature of consciousness in an entertaining and
easily digestible way wall street journal with a collection of meditative essays on the possibilities and impossibilities of nothingness and infinity and how our place in the
cosmos falls somewhere in between can space be divided into smaller and smaller units ad infinitum does space extend to larger and larger regions on and on to infinity
is consciousness reducible to the material brain and its neurons what was the origin of life and can biologists create life from scratch in the lab physicist and novelist alan
lightman whom the washington post has called the poet laureate of science writers explores these questions and more from the anatomy of a smile to the capriciousness
of memory to the specialness of life in the universe to what came before the big bang probable impossibilities is a deeply engaged consideration of what we know of the
universe of life and the mind and of things vastly larger and smaller than ourselves
The Age of Turbulence 2007 in a frank and unpretentious series of letters addressed to a teenage granddaughter this highly original book teaches us to know and
understand the world we live in and its rules and how to behave in it in these thirty letters alan macfarlane answers his granddaughter s questions about how the world
works how it got to be as it is what it could be and where she fits in lily s enquiries range from the intimate personal and moral to the political social and philosophical
what is the nature of good and evil what is religion how can i be truly me is right and wrong the same wherever you are what is beauty does there have to be torture
does money matter is knowledge always good what is progress what is truth what is sex is democracy a good idea these are just a few of the questions in responding to
lily s challenging problems alan macfarlane from a lifetime s experience as a historian anthropologist and teacher ranges through history and across the world s cultures
her questions are timeless his answers add up to a classic
Book of Alan 2015-11-12 not only was turing one of the founders of computer science he also helped the british military break nazi codes allowing them to decipher
messages that helped the allies win world war ii turing was a pioneer in the field of artificial intelligence he developed the turing test which determines whether a
machine is capable of intelligence like that of a human being despite his impressive list of accomplishments turing was persecuted for his homosexuality sidebars offer
extra information about topics such as bletchley park ciphers and the times turing lived in while a timeline serves as a quick reference for the chronology of key events in
turing s life
Probable Impossibilities 2022-04-19 gabriel garcia marquez has called paolo lugari the inventor of the world the story of gaviotas a village alchemizing peace and
prosperity in a stricken land will change the way you think about that world
Letters To Lily 2010-08-06 caffeine is the world s most popular drug almost all of us start our day with a jolt of caffeine from coffee tea or cola and many of us crave
chocolate when we re stressed or depressed without it we re lethargic head achy and miserable why why do we crave caffeine how much do we really know about our
number one drug of choice here is the first natural cultural and artistic history of our favorite mood enhancer how it was discovered its early uses and the unexpected
parts it has played in medicine religion painting poetry learning and love weinberg and bealer tell an intriguing story of a remarkable substance that has figured



prominently in the exchanges of trade and intelligence among nations and whose most common sources coffee tea and chocolate have been both promoted as
productive of health and creativity and banned as corrupters of the body and mind or subverters of social order some highlights from the world of caffeine balzac s
addiction to caffeine drove him to eat coffee as some schizophrenic patients are observed to do today and may have killed him mary tuke breaks the male monopoly on
tea in england in 1725 the ways caffeine functions as a smart pill goethe s responsibility for the discovery of caffeine did a mini ice age help bring coffee tea and
chocolate to popularity in europe what is the mystery of coffee s origin as good as gold the stories of how caffeine in its various forms was used as cash in china africa
central america and egypt what does the civet cat have to do with the most costly coffee on earth today the world of caffeine is a captivating tale of art and society from
india to balzac to cybercafes and the ultimate caffeine resource
Run Down 1972 in a world teetering on the brink of collapse the geneva international daycare harbors the last hope for humanity s future children of the world s leaders
sheltered from a dark global conspiracy as turmoil engulfs the outside world mrs nora and her wards embark on a journey of discovery uncovering chilling truths about
the conclave s dark machinations thrust into an unknown new world they must navigate a reality that defies their past armed only with their ancestors dreams and a
sliver of hope new world architects is a poignant fusion of hope and dread charting the bold leap towards an impossible dawn
Alan Turing 2015-12-15 in the whale and the supercomputer scientists and natives wrestle with our changing climate in the land where it has hit first and hardest a
traditional eskimo whale hunting party races to shore near barrow alaska their comrades trapped on a floe drifting out to sea as ice that should be solid this time of year
gives way elsewhere a team of scientists transverses the tundra sleeping in tents surviving on frozen chocolate and measuring the snow every ten kilometers in a quest
to understand the effects of albedo the snow s reflective ability to cool the earth beneath it climate change isn t an abstraction in the far north it is a reality that has
already dramatically altered daily life especially that of the native peoples who still live largely off the land and sea because nature shows her footprints so plainly here
the region is also a lure for scientists intent on comprehending the complexities of climate change in this gripping account charles wohlforth follows the two groups as
they navigate a radically shifting landscape the scientists attempt to decipher its smallest elements and to derive from them a set of abstract laws and models the
natives draw on uncannily accurate traditional knowledge borne of long experience living close to the land even as they see the same things a native elder watches
weather coming through too fast to predict a climatologist notes an increased frequency of cyclonic systems the two cultures struggle to reconcile their vastly different
ways of comprehending the environment with grace clarity and a sense of adventure wohlforth a lifelong alaskan illuminates both ways of seeing a world in flux and in
the process helps us to navigate a way forward as climate change reaches us all
Gaviotas 1998 in one single working day over 125 british cartoonists gathered together in one place to create the longest comic strip in the world a 250 foot long
spectacular odyssey of an everyman cartoonist from the birth of man to the comics future of our dreams with a script by alan moore the list of contributors reads like a
who s who of uk talent book jacket
The World of Caffeine 2004-11-23 author is an alumnus of evanston township high school class of 1944
The Conclave Conspiracy 2024-03-27 written by bestselling author alan axelrod the disruptors presents engaging profiles accompanied by original line drawings of 50
visionaries who upended cultural technical spiritual or scientific paradigms their innovations range from the printing press johannes gutenberg to the fight for women s
suffrage betty friedan from the smartphone steve jobs to the invention of hip hop dj kool herc
The Whale and the Supercomputer 2005-05-04 every four days there are a million more people on the planet more people and fewer resources in this timely work
alan weisman examines how we can shrink our collective human footprint so that we don t stomp any more species including our own out of existence the answer
reducing gradually and non violently the number of humans on the planet whose activities industries and lifestyles are damaging the earth defining an optimum human



population for the earth is an explosive concept weisman one of the most brilliant environmental writers will travel the globe from the settlements of israel and the plains
of mexico to the bustling streets of pakistan and the teeming cities of the uk in his search for answers he will speak to religious leaders demographers ecologists
economists engineers and agriculturalists in what promises to be an international classic
The Worm 2000 an updated examination of what s weakening the u s economy and how to fix it the committee to destroy the world inside the plot to unleash a super
crash on the global economy is a passionate and informed analysis of the struggling global economy in this masterfully conceived and executed work michael lewitt one
of wall street s most respected market strategists and money managers updates his groundbreaking examination of the causes of the 2008 crisis and argues that
economic and geopolitical conditions are even more unstable today his analysis arrives in time for the impending economic and geopolitical debates of the 2016 election
season lewitt explains in detail how debt has now overrun the world s capacity how federal policies of the past few decades have created a downward vortex sapping
growth and vitality from the american economy and how greed and corruption are preventing reform the financial crisis created tens of trillions of debt leaving investors
to pay a huge price for these policy failures the highest asset inflation we ve seen in our lifetimes although the government claims there isn t enough inflation more than
2 trillion of stock buybacks funded with low cost debt that are artificially inflating stock prices the federal reserve and other global central banks becoming the largest
buyers of government debt in order to suppress interest rates an m a boom resulting from companies needing to find growth outside of their core businesses while the
financial media misses the story lewitt pulls no punches explaining how all of these trends are leading to the brink of another crisis lewitt lays out a survival plan for the
average investor to protect their assets when the debt bubble bursts the first edition of this book expressed hope that policymakers would not let the financial crisis go
to waste this book urges investors to learn from the crushed hope and take action before the next crisis
How the World Really Works 1996 contains indepth information over birds including wonderful illustrations arranged in dictionary form
The Disruptors 2018 a fun dazzling exploration of the strange numbers that illuminate the ultimate nature of reality for particularly brilliant theoretical physicists like
james clerk maxwell paul dirac or albert einstein the search for mathematical truths led to strange new understandings of the ultimate nature of reality but what are
these truths what are the mysterious numbers that explain the universe in fantastic numbers and where to find them the leading theoretical physicist and youtube star
antonio padilla takes us on an irreverent cosmic tour of nine of the most extraordinary numbers in physics offering a startling picture of how the universe works these
strange numbers include graham s number which is so large that if you thought about it in the wrong way your head would collapse into a singularity tree 3 whose finite
nature can never be definitively proved because to do so would take so much time that the universe would experience a poincaré recurrence resetting to precisely the
state it currently holds down to the arrangement of individual atoms and 10 120 measuring the desperately unlikely balance of energy needed to allow the universe to
exist for more than just a moment to extend beyond the size of a single atom in other words the mystery of our unexpected universe leading us down the rabbit hole to a
deeper understanding of reality padilla explains how these unusual numbers are the key to understanding such mind boggling phenomena as black holes relativity and
the problem of the cosmological constant that the two best and most rigorously tested ways of understanding the universe contradict one another fantastic numbers and
where to find them is a combination of popular and cutting edge science and a lively entertaining and even funny exploration of the most fundamental truths about the
universe
Countdown 2013-09-24 in this timely and essential book that offers a fresh take on the qualms of modern day life professor alan lightman investigates the creativity
born from allowing our minds to freely roam without attempting to accomplish anything and without any assigned tasks we are all worried about wasting time especially
in the west we have created a frenzied lifestyle in which the twenty four hours of each day are carved up dissected and reduced down to ten minute units of efficiency
we take our iphones and laptops with us on vacation we check email at restaurants or our brokerage accounts while walking in the park when the school day ends our



children are overloaded with extras our university curricula are so crammed our young people don t have time to reflect on the material they are supposed to be learning
yet in the face of our time driven existence a great deal of evidence suggests there is great value in wasting time of letting the mind lie fallow for some periods of letting
minutes and even hours go by without scheduled activities or intended tasks gustav mahler routinely took three or four hour walks after lunch stopping to jot down ideas
in his notebook carl jung did his most creative thinking and writing when he visited his country house in his 1949 autobiography albert einstein described how his
thinking involved letting his mind roam over many possibilities and making connections between concepts that were previously unconnected with in praise of wasting
time professor alan lightman documents the rush and heave of the modern world suggests the technological and cultural origins of our time driven lives and examines
the many values of wasting time for replenishing the mind for creative thought and for finding and solidifying the inner self break free from the idea that we must not
waste a single second and discover how sometimes the best thing to do is to do nothing at all
Library of the World's Best Literature 1897 written by a distinguished cast of contributors alan turing life and legacy of a great thinker is the definitive collection of essays
in commemoration of the 90th birthday of alan turing this fascinating text covers the rich facets of his life thoughts and legacy but also sheds some light on the future of
computing science with a chapter contributed by visionary ray kurzweil winner of the 1999 national medal of technology further important contributions come from the
philosopher daniel dennett the turing biographer andrew hodges and from the distinguished logician martin davis who provides a first critical essay on an emerging and
controversial field termed hypercomputation
Library of the World's Best Literature, Ancient and Modern: A-Z 1897 the first world war appears as a fault line in britain s twentieth century history between august 1914
and november 1918 the titanic struggle against imperial germany and her allies consumed more people more money and more resources than any other conflict that
britain had hitherto experienced for the first time it opened up a home front that stretched into all parts of the british polity society and culture touching the lives of
every citizen regardless of age gender and class vegetables were even grown in the gardens of buckingham palace britain and world war one throws attention on these
civilians who fought the war on the home front harnessing recent scholarship and drawing on original documents oral testimony and historical texts this book casts a
fresh look over different aspects of british society during the four long years of war it revisits the early war enthusiasm and the making of kitchener s new armies the
emotive debates over conscription the relationships between politics government and popular opinion women working in wartime industries the popular experience of
war and the question of social change this book also explores areas of wartime britain overlooked by recent histories including the impact of the war on rural society the
mobilization of industry and the importance of technology responses to air raids and food and housing shortages and the challenges to traditional social and sexual
mores and wartime culture britain and world war one is essential reading for all students and interested lay readers of the first world war
The Committee to Destroy the World 2016-03-28 including more than 1 000 pages of information compiled by a full time team of editors and a handy quick
reference index the world almanac and book of facts puts information at readers fingertips
Birds of the World 1993 secret wartime projects in code breaking radar and ballistics produced a wealth of ideas and technologies that kick started the development of
digital computers this is the story of the people and projects that flourished in the post war period by 1955 computers had begun to appear in the market place the
information age was dawning and alan turing and his contemporaries held centre stage their influence is still discernable deep down within today s hardware and
software
Fantastic Numbers and Where to Find Them 2022-07-26 born was a child of the rain forest that covered midworld part of the primitive society that the peaceful jungle
planet had sustained for hundreds of years he was wise in the ways of his world and he knew well the precarious natural balance that governed all things then one day
the aliens came giants they knew nothing of the upper or lower hell and they cared less born had risked his life to save them to guide them through the myriad tangled



boughs past unseen unsuspected dangers lurking in the underbrush but worse than their ignorance of how to survive the aliens had plans for midworld plans that could
utterly destroy the globe spanning forest that his people called home as the days passed born realized his mistake and as he had once hunted only to live he knew now
that he would be forced to live only to kill
In Praise of Wasting Time 2018-05-15 einstein s plan to deal with other cats coming onto his patch is to run away when the stefanis move in next door with their cat
napoleon the plan doesn t work very well but one day napoleon gets more than he bargained for suggested level primary
Alan Turing: Life and Legacy of a Great Thinker 2013-06-29
Britain and World War One 2013-03
The World Almanac and Book of Facts 2007-11-01
Alan Turing and His Contemporaries 2012
Midworld 2013-04-29
Einstein - Champion of the World 1999
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